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    DPSM/ESERO 

Framework for Inquiry                                 
 

Lesson Plan abridged from SpaceWeek.ie Our Solar System Classroom Booklet 
J5441 SFI Space Week Workbook_Solar System.indd 

Theme Solar System: Senior classes (5th-6th) 

Curriculum  
 

Strand: Natural Environments (Geography). Numbers, shape and space (Maths) 
Strand Unit: Planet Earth in space (the Earth, Moon and Solar System specifically for 5th/6th class); 
2-D shapes, 3-D shapes, fractions. 
Curriculum Objectives: Recognise that the Earth, its moon and the Sun are separate bodies and are 
part of the Solar System. Identify the properties of the circle, identify and examine 3-D shapes. 
Skills Development: Questioning, observing, predicting, estimating and measuring, analysing, 
recording and communicating. 

Engage 
The Trigger Wondering Exploring 

When walking last night, I looked up to the sky 
and saw the Moon – describe what it looked 
like at the time. Has anybody else ever done 
this? What do you know about the Moon? Is it 
the nearest object in space to the Earth? 
Have humans ever gone there? 
Does that mean it is not very far away? 
Photo: http://www.nasa.gov/feature/astronaut-
photography-from-space-helped-discover-the-
earth 

Questioning: Have you ever looked 
up at the Moon? How big do you 
think it is? Is it near or far away? 
How far away actually is it? What 
size is it compared with Earth? All 
these questions help you to get a 
sense of the children’s ideas or 
mental model of the relationship 
between the Earth and Moon. 

Ask them to draw a picture of the 
Earth and Moon to scale both in 
size and distance from each 
other. Are they able to show the 
movement of the Moon around 
the Earth? Are they able to draw 
another picture of the Sun, Earth 
and Moon and their respective 
orbits?  
 

Investigate A SCALE MODEL OF THE EARTH AND MOON 
Starter Question Predicting Conducting the Investigation Sharing: Interpreting the data / 

results 
• How big is the 
Moon compared to 
the Earth?  
• How far away from 
Earth is the Moon? 

Asking children to 
predict how big the 
Moon is compared 
to Earth, and how 
far away they think 
it is. 

Students are shown items to 
represent the Earth and the Moon on 
a smaller scale, and guided through 
activities that model their sizes and 
distance from each other 

• For the two methods used to 
measure the Moon and Earth, 
students can compare the results: 
did they arrive at the same point 
using circumference versus 
diameter to measure the Moon’s 
relative distance from the Earth? 
If not, they could discuss potential 
ways that errors might have been 
made when they did the 
investigations • Ask if they were 
surprised by the Moon’s size and 
distance from Earth. 

TakeThe Next Step 
Applying Learning Making Connections Thoughtful Actions 

• Applying Learning: Talk about how we could use the information about the size and distance of the Moon in real life. For 
example, when the Moon landing missions were being planned, astronauts needed to know how far away the Moon was 
in order to know how long it would take to get there, and therefore how much fuel was needed. Also for landing on the 
Moon, it’s important to know how big it was. If it was only the size of a house, the spaceship would have needed to be 
very small! The size and distance of the planets are also relevant for planning space missions to these planets.  
• Making Connections: These activities can also link to more investigations on the Moon, such as the ESERO activity for 
understanding Moon phases and eclipses; http://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/62_Lunar-eclipse-and-phases-
of-the-Moon.pdf and this activity on How the Moon affects tides on Earth  

Reflection 

• Did I meet my learning objectives?  
• Are the children moving on with their science/maths skills?  
• Can the children describe how to measure distance correctly?  
• What went well, what would I change? 

 

https://www.spaceweek.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Classroom-Resource-Booklet-Our-Solar-System.pdf


 
 

Teacher’s Copy 

The Earth and Moon to Scale 
INVESTIGATION 

1. Use some string and a ruler to measure 
the circumference of your chosen Earth. 
Your Earth could be as big as a 
basketball or as small as an orange - use 
whatever spherical objects you have to 
hand. Discuss circumference and link to 
the equator. Wrap the string around the 
circumference and cut to size before 
measuring with a ruler. 

2. The Moon’s circumference is ¼ the circumference 
of the Earth. 
This can be worked out using numeracy skills and 
checked by folding the string from Part 1. Fold in 
half and then half again before cutting and 
measuring to confirm calculations. 

  

Circumference of the 
Earth =  
__________cm 

Circumference of the 
Earth = __________cm 
 
÷ 4 = ____________cm 

Circumference of the Moon = 
____________cm 
 

3. Cut a piece of string to the length of the 
circumference of your Moon. 
Or use method from Part 2. 

4. Wrap the string around various spherical objects 
until you find one that has the same circumference 
as your Moon. 
Perhaps you could scrunch up tin foil to the 
correct size. 

           
            

5. Place your Earth on the floor/desk and 
estimate where the Moon should be. 
Measure the distance.  

6. The Moon should be at a distance that is 9.5 times 
the circumference of the Earth. 

 
  Your estimate _________________cm 
 

  Circumference of the Earth from Part 1. 
  ______________cm 
 
  X 9.5 = __________________cm 
 

7. Using your calculations, place your Earth 
and Moon the correct distance apart.  
Marking the North Pole on the Earth with 
a marker would allow you to roll the ball 
9.5 times to find the correct distance or 
cut string to the circumference of the 
Earth x 9.5 

8. Calculate the difference between your estimate 
and the correct distance 

 

 
 

  

Your estimate =            _____________cm 
 
The correct distance = _____________cm 
 
 
The difference =            _____________cm 
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The Earth and Moon to Scale 
INVESTIGATION 

 

1. Use some string and a ruler to 
measure the circumference of your 
chosen Earth 

2. The Moon’s circumference is ¼ the 
circumference of the Earth 

  

Circumference of the 
Earth =  
__________cm 

Circumference of the 
Earth = __________cm 
 
÷ 4 = ____________cm 

Circumference of 
the Moon = 
____________cm 
 

3. Cut a piece of string to the length of 
the circumference of your Moon 

4. Wrap the string around various spherical 
objects until you find one that has the 
same circumference as your Moon. 

           
            

5. Place your Earth on the floor/desk 
and estimate where the Moon should 
be. Measure the distance.  

6. The Moon should be at a distance 
that is 9.5 times the circumference of 
the Earth. 

 
  Your estimate _________________cm 
 

  Circumference of the Earth from Part 1. 
  ______________cm 
 
  X 9.5 = __________________cm 
 

7. Using your calculations, place your 
Earth and Moon the correct distance 
apart.  

8. Calculate the difference between 
your estimate and the correct 
distance 

 

 
 

  

Your estimate =            _____________cm 
 
The correct distance = _____________cm 
 
 
The difference =            _____________cm 

 

Working Out Box 
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Moon Phases 
INVESTIGATION 

Using a torch and sphere, can you recreate  

and name these phases of the Moon? 

 

1.  
 

2.  

3.  
 

4.  

5.  
 

6.  

7.  
 

8.  

 
Full Moon 

  
Waning Gibbous 

 
Waxing Crescent 

 
New Moon Last Quarter 

Waning Crescent 
 

Waxing Gibbous 
 

First Quarter 
 

 



 
 

 
Hint: Waxing means to grow in size, waning means to decrease in size 

 

Lunar Phases 

Fill in the blanks to complete the Lunar Cycle. 

 

Full moon  Waning Gibbous 
 

Waxing Crescent 
 

New Moon Last Quarter 

Waning Crescent 
 

Waxing Gibbous 
 

First Quarter 
 

 

 



 
 

 
Hint: Waxing means to grow in size, waning means to decrease in size 

 

Lunar Phases 

Complete the Lunar Cycle. 

 

Full moon  Waning Gibbous 
 

Waxing Crescent 
 

New Moon Last Quarter 

Waning Crescent 
 

Waxing Gibbous 
 

First Quarter 
 

 

 



 
 

 
Hint: Waxing means to grow in size, waning means to decrease in size 

 

Lunar Phases 

Complete the Lunar Cycle by shading each circle using the diagrams in 
the table below to help you. 

 

 

 

 

   

   
 



 
 

MY MOON DIARY 
Use this sheet to track the phases of the Moon during one of its orbits around the Earth. If 

it’s cloudy, you can predict what the Moon would look like if you could see it. 

 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 
Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 

Date: 
___________ 
Weather: 
___________ 

 
Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 
Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 
Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 
Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 

 

Date: 
____________ 
Weather: 
____________ 
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Activity
%QUIPMENT ,ARGE�TRAY��MINIMUM���CENTIMETRES�DEEP	��¾OUR�OR�SAND��NEWSPAPER��PLASTICINE��OR�ELSE�

DIFFERENTSIZED�SPHERICAL�OBJECTS��E�G��MARBLES��BALLS��BEADS	��DRINKING�CHOCOLATE�POWDER��METRE�
STICK��CM�RULERS��SIEVE�

3UGGESTED�CLASS�LEVEL �ST�¯��TH

0REPARATION 4HIS�ACTIVITY�MAY�BE�BEST�DONE�OUTDOORS�AS�IT�IS�QUITE�MESSY�

"ACKGROUND�
INFORMATION

4HE�DARK�CIRCLES�WHICH�YOU�CAN�SEE�ON�THE�-OON��WITH�YOUR�NAKED�EYE��OR�BETTER�WITH�
BINOCULARS	�ARE�CRATERS���!�CRATER�IS�A�HOLLOW�ON�THE�SURFACE�OF�THE�-OON��

4HESE�CRATERS�WERE�FORMED�MILLIONS�OF�YEARS�AGO�WHEN�METEORITES�HIT�THE�-OON´S�SURFACE��4HE�
IMPACT�OF�THE�METEORITES�CAUSED�THE�HOLLOWS�TO�FORM�AND�SOME�OF�THE�SURFACE�TO�BE�THROWN�
UP�AND�OUT�AROUND�THE�CRATER���4HIS�IS�CALLED�EJECTA��BECAUSE�IT�WAS�EJECTED�FROM�THE�SURFACE	���
-ETEORITES�ARE�BITS�OF�ROCK�IN�SPACE��WHICH�PEOPLE�THINK�MAY�HAVE�BEEN�LEFT�OVER�FROM�THE�START�
OF�THE�SOLAR�SYSTEM��THE�PLANETS�AND�MOONS	�

4HIS�ACTIVITY�MODELS�HOW�THESE�CRATERS�WERE�FORMED�

4RIGGER�QUESTIONS (AVE�YOU�EVER�HEARD�OF�A�CRATER����4HE�CHILDREN�MAY�KNOW�ABOUT�A�CRATER�BEING�THE�HOLLOW�AT�
THE�TOP�OF�A�VOLCANO�¯�IT�IS�IMPORTANT�TO�EMPHASISE�THAT�THE�TWO�TYPES�OF�CRATER�ARE�COMPLETELY�
DIFFERENT	�

$O�YOU�KNOW�OF�ANY�OTHER�TYPE�OF�CRATER�

(AVE�YOU�ANY�IDEA�WHAT�MIGHT�CAUSE�THEM�

7HAT�HAPPENS�IF�YOU�DROP�SOMETHING�HEAVY�ONTO�SOFT�SAND�ON�THE�BEACH�

)S�IT�THE�SAME�AS�DROPPING�SOMETHING�ONTO�A�WOODEN�¾OOR�

#ONTENT�STRAND� &ORCES��%NVIRONMENT

3KILLS /BSERVING��MEASURING��INVESTIGATING��WHAT�DO�WE�KEEP�THE�SAME��7HAT�DO�WE�CHANGE�	



Activity
#ROSSCURRICULAR�LINKS (ISTORY���'EOGRAPHY��-ATHS���MEASURING	

!CTIVITY 3PREAD�THE�NEWSPAPER�ONTO�THE�¾OOR��PUT�THE�TRAY�ON�THE�NEWSPAPER�AND�PUT�SOME�¾OUR�
ONTO�THE�TRAY��UNTIL�IT�IS�ABOUT���OR���CENTIMETRES�DEEP��-AKE�THE�¾OUR�AS�SMOOTH�AS�POSSIBLE�
WITHOUT�PACKING�IT�DOWN���(OLD�THE�SIEVE�OVER�THE�¾OUR�AND�PUT�SOME�DRINKING�CHOCOLATE�INTO�
IT�AND�SHAKE�IT�UNTIL�YOU�GET�A�THIN�BROWN�LAYER�ON�THE�¾OUR�

-AKE�DIFFERENT�SIZED�BALLS�FROM�PLASTICINE��THESE�ARE�THE�³METEORITES´	�

9OUNGER�CHILDREN�

$ROP�ONE�OF�THE�BALLS�ONTO�THE�MOON´S�SURFACE�

$RAW�WHAT�HAPPENS�

$ROP�A�DIFFERENT�BALL�ONTO�THE�MOON´S�SURFACE�

$OES�IT�MAKE�A�BIGGER�OR�SMALLER�CRATER�

$ROP�SOME�MORE�BALLS�AND�DRAW�A�MOON�SURFACE�

/LDER�CHILDREN�

�	�$ROP�ONE�BALL�AND�MEASURE�THE�DIAMETER�OF�THE�CRATER���.OW�DROP�THE�SAME�BALL�FROM�
DIFFERENT�HEIGHTS��EACH�TIME�CAREFULLY�REMOVE�THE�BALL�AND�MEASURE�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�CRATER���(OW�
DO�DIFFERENT�HEIGHTS�CHANGE�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�CRATER�

�	�$ROP�DIFFERENT�SIZED�BALLS�FROM�THE�SAME�HEIGHT�ONTO�THE�¾OUR��(OW�DO�DIFFERENT�BALLS�
CHANGE�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�CRATER�

�	�$OES�IT�MAKE�A�DIFFERENCE�IF�YOU�MEASURE�TO�THE�FURTHEST�SPLASH�OF�¾OUR�FROM�THE�IMPACT�

�4IP��THE�EASIEST�WAY�OF�MEASURING�THE�DIAMETER�OF�THE�BALL�IS�TO�PUT�A�RULER�ON�EITHER�SIDE�OF�
THE�BALL�AND�USE�ANOTHER�RULER�TO�MEASURE�THE�DISTANCE�BETWEEN�THEM	�

�	�&ORM�CONCLUSIONS�ABOUT�HOW�TO�MAKE�CRATERS�OF�DIFFERENT�SIZES�

3AFETY 3OME�¾OUR�MAY�¾Y�UP�WHEN�THE�BALLS�ARE�DROPPED�FROM�A�HEIGHT���4HE�CHILDREN�SHOULD�STAY�AT�A�
SAFE�DISTANCE�SO�THE�¾OUR�DOES�NOT�GET�INTO�THEIR�EYES�

&OLLOWUP�ACTIVITY 5SE�³METEORITES �́OF�DIFFERENT�WEIGHT�AND�NOTE�IF�THERE�IS�ANY�DIFFERENCE�IN�THE�CRATERS�

4HROW�THE�³METEORITES �́�GENTLY�	�AT�DIFFERENT�ANGLES�ONTO�THE�¾OUR�AND�NOTICE�IF�THE�CRATERS�ARE�
ANY�DIFFERENT�SHAPE�

4HROW�THE�³METEORITES �́AT�DIFFERENT�SPEEDS�TO�SEE�IF�THAT�MAKES�ANY�DIFFERENCE�TO�THE�SIZE�OF�THE�
CRATER�

7HAT�HAPPENS�IF�WE�CHANGE�THE�SHAPE�OF�THE�METEORITE��EASY�IF�IT�IS�MADE�OF�PLASTICINE	�

7HAT�HAPPENS�IF�THE�METEORITE�DISINTEGRATES�ON�IMPACT��4RY�MUDBALLS�INSTEAD�OF�HARD�BALLS�

7HAT�HAPPENS�IF�THE�SURFACE�IS�WET���4RY�DROPPING�THE�METEORITE�ONTO�DRY��MOIST�AND�WET�
SURFACES�

(%)'(4�/&�"!,,�� 3):%�/&�#2!4%2

3):%�/&�"!,,�� 3):%�/&�#2!4%2



 
 

 

The Moon, Craters and Meteorites 
  INVESTIGATION 

 
1) Drop one meteorite and measure the diameter of the crater. Now drop the same meteorite 
from different heights; each time carefully remove the meteorite and measure the size of the 

crater. How do different heights change the size of the crater?  

2) Drop different sized meteorites from the same height onto the flour. How do different 
meteorites change the size of the crater?  

3) Does it make a difference if you measure to the furthest splash of flour from the impact? 
(Tip: the easiest way of measuring the diameter of the meteorite is to put a ruler on either 

side of the meteorite and use another ruler to measure the distance between them).  

4) Form conclusions about how to make craters of different sizes. 

Height of Ball Size of Crater 
  
  
  
  

 

Size of Ball Size of Crater 
  
  
  
  

  
 

          



DPSM/ESERO 

Framework for Inquiry                                  
 

Lesson Plan abridged from esero uk Mission to the Moon Booklet 
https://www.stem.org.uk/resources/elibrary/resource/450218/mission-moon 

Theme Solar System: Senior classes (5th-6th) 

Curriculum  
 

Strand: Natural Environments (Geography). Numbers, shape and space (Maths) 
Strand Unit: Planet Earth in space (the Earth, Moon and Solar System specifically for 5th/6th class); 2-
D shapes, 3-D shapes. 
Curriculum Objectives: Recognise physical features of the moon; Light travels from a source and when 
light is blocked shadows are produced; Shadow length is dependent upon the angle of the light and the 
height of the object blocking the light.  
Skills Development: Questioning, observing, predicting, estimating and measuring, analysing, recording 
and communicating. 

Engage 
The Trigger Wondering Exploring 

Use pictures of the moon’s surface to show mountains 
and shadows. The surface of the Moon is very 
different from that of Earth. Its surface has highlands 
and lowlands, mountains and craters. The dark regions 
on the Moon are called ‘maria’ or seas that are sites of 
meteoric strikes in lunar history; they later became 
lava-filled basins that filled with molten lava seeping 
up from the interior. What are the central peak uplifts 
that can be seen in the picture? Can we tell how tall 
hey are?  

Why are some parts of the moon lit 
up? How are shadows formed? Can 
they give us information about the 
surface of the moon without us 
having to go there? How can we use 
torches to model the light from the 
Sun and investigate what happens 
when light is directed onto 
mountains? 

Using marla or regolith (8 cups flour:1 
cup baby oil) Investigate building 
mountains of various heights and 
observe/measure the shadows 
produced. Challenge the children to 
predict where they think the shadows 
will be if they change the heights of 
the mountains or the position of the 
torch. 

Investigate MEASURING MOUNTAINS ON THE MOON 
Starter Question Predicting Conducting the Investigation Sharing: Interpreting the data / 

results 
How can we use shadows 
to measure mountains on 
the moon? 

Ask children to 
predict where they 
think shadows will 
be if they change 
the heights of the 
mountains or 
position of the 
torch. 

The children investigate questions 
generated in their groups. They plan 
the investigation and control 
variables. What must they keep the 
same each time? What will they 
change? What will they observe or 
measure? What do they think will 
happen and why? What do their 
results show? They could consider 
the effect on the size of the shadow 
of changing the position of the torch 
(i.e. changing the angle of sunlight 
reaching the mountains). They could 
devise a method for ensuring the 
torch is held in the same position, 
distance or height each time. The 
groups use the data to plot line 
graphs showing the length of 
shadow versus height of mountain. 

What happened when they shone the 
light from the torches onto the 
mountains? Can they explain this? Do 
they see any link between the height 
of the mountain and the length of the 
shadow? What happened when they 
changed the position of the torch and 
consequently the light falling on the 
mountain? 
Students can compare their results. 

TakeThe Next Step 
Applying Learning Making Connections Thoughtful Actions 

• Applying Learning: Talk about how we could use the information about shadows and mountains on the Moon in real life. For 
example, when the Moon landing missions were being planned, the team needed to know the position and size of mountains for 
planning landing sites and movement. 
• Making Connections: These activities can also link to investigations of light and shadow including sundials: https://esero.ie/wp-
content/uploads/2015/01/52_The-sundial.pdf ; Or investigate night and day by watching the ESA Paxi video understanding night, 
day and the seasons https://youtu.be/TagG32gwiBo 

Reflection 

• Did I meet my learning objectives?  
• Are the children moving on with their science/maths skills?  
• Can the children describe how to measure distance correctly?  
• What went well, what would I change? 

https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/52_The-sundial.pdf
https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/52_The-sundial.pdf
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Moon Mountains 
INVESTIGATION  

      
What will you observe or measure? (Eg distance, height, angle) _____________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

What will you change?_____________________________________________________________ 

What must you keep the same?____________________________________________________ 

What do you predict will happen?__________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

How will you record the results? ___________________________________________________ 

 

INVESTIGATION RESULTS 

 

 
 



 
 

Information and Links 
 
Discover Primary Science and Maths | Science Foundation Ireland (sfi.ie) – An 
initiative to encourage STEM education in schools. 
 
Home | ESERO | European Space Education Resource Office – Space themed 
educational resources and lesson plans. 
 
https://youtu.be/mCzchPx3yF8 - Crash Course on the Moon: facts. 

 
The Earth and Moon to Scale 

https://www.sfi.ie/resources/Our-Solar-System.pdf - Our Solar System classroom 
resource booklet. 
 

 
 

Lunar Phases 
https://youtu.be/wz01pTvuMa0 – Excellent Moon phases demonstration video. 

https://youtu.be/w4U_cuF-_hI - Paxi and our Moon – phases and eclipses. 

62_Lunar-eclipse-and-phases-of-the-Moon.pdf (esero.ie) – Lesson plan for phases, 
orbits, eclipses. 

Teaching Moon Phases (stanford.edu) – Lesson plans and links 

 

                   

  

https://www.sfi.ie/engagement/discover-primary-science-and-maths/
https://esero.ie/
https://youtu.be/mCzchPx3yF8
https://www.sfi.ie/resources/Our-Solar-System.pdf
https://youtu.be/wz01pTvuMa0
https://youtu.be/w4U_cuF-_hI
https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/62_Lunar-eclipse-and-phases-of-the-Moon.pdf
http://solar-center.stanford.edu/activities/MoonPhases/


 
 

 

 

Synchronous Rotation 

 
Stop Motion Studio App 

https://youtu.be/OZIB_leg75Q - Animation of synchronous rotation. 

https://youtu.be/qdOHRttkKLE - Synchronous rotation explained. 

 

The Moon, Craters and Meteorites 
https://www.google.com/moon/ - Digitally explore the surface of the Moon. 
 
Educator Guide: Whip Up a Moon-Like Crater | NASA/JPL Edu – Demonstration of 
crater formation using flour and cocoa. 
 

 
 

https://youtu.be/OZIB_leg75Q
https://youtu.be/qdOHRttkKLE
https://www.google.com/moon/
https://www.google.com/moon/
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activity/make-a-crater/


 
 

Astronaut Footprints and Moon Mountains   
Regolith recipe: 8 cups of flour, 1 cup of baby oil 

          

 

Mission to the Moon 

 
ESA - Moon Camp – Information about, and ideas for, the Moon Camp Challenge. 
 
Moon Camp Discovery – Moon Camp Challenge. 
 
Dashboard | Tinkercad – 3D Designing and Building. 
 
https://www.stem.org.uk/system/files/elibrary-
resources/2019/06/Mission%20to%20the%20Moon.pdf – Mission to the Moon 
booklet of information and resources. 
 
https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DPSM-ESERO-Engineers-Week-
CPD.pdf – Engineering the Moon classroom resource booklet. 
 
Airbus Defence and Space - YouTube 
Video Resources – Discovery – Moon Camp Challenge. 
 

http://www.esa.int/Education/Moon_Camp/
https://mooncampchallenge.org/moon-camp-discovery/
https://www.tinkercad.com/dashboard
https://www.tinkercad.com/dashboard
https://www.stem.org.uk/system/files/elibrary-resources/2019/06/Mission%20to%20the%20Moon.pdf
https://www.stem.org.uk/system/files/elibrary-resources/2019/06/Mission%20to%20the%20Moon.pdf
https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DPSM-ESERO-Engineers-Week-CPD.pdf
https://esero.ie/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/DPSM-ESERO-Engineers-Week-CPD.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/user/airbusds/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/airbusds/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/airbusds/videos
https://mooncampchallenge.org/resources-discovery/

